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1. INTRODUCTION 

The lack of sound long-range planning and forecasting has had dra-

matic eff'ects' in recent years in fie Ids such as education. As Charles 

Friel noted so graphically in his address at the Fourth SEARCH Inter-

national Symposium: 

"Like a snake trying to swallow a grapefruit, the 
baby boom has caused continuous consternation for 
society as it passes from one age to the next. 
When this mass of youngsters Simultaneously reached 
school age, 'they caused a crisis at the school 
house, and when they became of college age,.a 
crisis in higher education • • • • When the baby 
boom hit puberty in the early Sixties, there began 
an unprecedented rise in youth crime. Some saw in 
this c~ime wave a harbinger that the moral fiber 
of America had snapped. Astute demographers saw a 
natural and predictable effect of a change in the 
proportion of young people in society.V1 

The criminal justice system, like other parts of our societys needs 

to develop the capability to anticipate the effects of various factors 

(such as population changes, the economy. energy costs, and technological 

cha~ge) on crime and on the system. Such a capability can enable Griminal 

justice practitioners and policy-makers to plan strategies for dealing with 

future problems, rather than just reacting to crises as they occur. In 

addition, futures forecasting can stimulate policy-makers to envision 

alternatives to \-1hat is likely to happen in the absence of major changes, 

and thus encourage efforts to bring about changes that will result in a 

better future. 

The purpose of this report is to review the methodologies and re-

sources that are available for long-range planning and forecasting, 

1Friel, pp. 19-20 
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discuss the factors that should be considered in selecting a methodology, 

summarize the efforts of other organizations in this area, and present 

several alternative strategies for 'pursuing long-range planning for Min-

nesota's criminal and juvenile justice systems. 

It is hoped that this report will provide the background informa-

tion needed in order for the Minnesota Crime Control Planning Board and 

other interested agencies to implement long-range planning efforts. 

Such efforts may become increasingly ~mportant as agencies are required 

to provide anticipated budgets based on projected changes in clientele 

or other significant factors (state agencies in Minnesota must provide 

6-year budget supplements as part of the 1981-1983 biennial budget 

process). ' 

II. FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING A HETHODOLOGY 

Before selecting a. methodology and embarking on a long-range plan-

ning or forecasting effort it is crucial that the purpose of the project ( 
be clearly identified. How will the results be used? What decisions 

will be based on the results? 1-7ho are the users and what are their 

needs and interests? There should be a systematic plan for identifying 

the relevant interest groups, de~ermining their specific needs and in-

terests (through interviews, surVeys, or other techniques), and securing 

their commitment to the project. During the course of the project there 

II 
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must be frequent feedback to and participation by the users and others 
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interested in the project. 

, The purpose of the forecast is a major factor in selecting a meth-

odology. It determines~ to a large extents the degree of accuracy 
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required. Since forecasting costs and degree of accuracy are related, 

it is important to specify the degree of accuracy required prior to 

selecting a methodology in order to'avoid unnecessary costs. 

In selecting a methodology it is also important to consider the 

relevance ana availability of historical data (to what extent can you 

assume- t'ne past will be like the' 'future?), the time period t,o be fore-

cast (6 months? 2-5 years? 10-20 years?), the time and resources 

available for the project, and the existence of reliable data on causal 

relationships in the area under study. 

There are three basic types of forecasting methods: qualitative 

or subjective techniques, time series or projection techniques, and 

causal models. The next section will review these methodG~ogies, point-

ing out their requirements, their strengths and weaknesses, and their 

appropriateness to various forecasting situations. 

A final word on methodology: in situations where measurement is 

difficult, it is often advisable to employ a va:ciety of methods rather 

than relying' on just one. 'Since all methods have their limitations, 

taking an "eclectic" approach and using a variety of techniques mini-

mizes the risk of completely missing the mark. Forecasts based on this 

approach are kno.m as "amalgamated" forecasts, and this approach deserves 

serious consideration in any major forecasting effort. 

III. REVIEW OF AVAILABLE METHODOLOGIES 

A. Qualitative or S~bjective Methods 

There arc a number of qualitative or subjective techniques availa-

bie for long-range planning and forecasting. Most of these methods rely 
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on the judgments of "experts" or others, and represent some kind of con

sensus of their informed opinions o~ predictions about the future. 

Among the better knmvn qualitative. methods are various kinds of surveys, 

interviews, meetings, the Delphi technique, and role-playing. 

Qualitative techniques have a number of limitations, especially 

for long-range forecasting. The people whose judgments are .. solicited 

may not be representative. Subjective judgments are subject to various 

types of bias effects (such as anchoring). It is difficult to take un-

foreseen political and other changes .into account (this is a limitation 

on all forecasting methods). In addition, people have limitations on 

the amount of information they can actually utilize in any complex task 

(Miller's famous 7 ±2 effect), and human judges are particularly poor at 

handling non-linear situations. 

On the other hand, qualitative techniques are quite popular, and 

people seem to like to participate in them. Although their accuracy is 

limited, especially for long-range forecasts, if a high degree of accur

acy is not required given the purpose of the forecast (see' Chapter II, 

above), qualitative techni~ues'may be appropriate, especially as part of 

an "amalgamated" forecast. Such t'echniques can also be helpful in se-

h " " t" d corom' ;tment of the pro]" ect' s users and inter-curing t e part1c~pa 10n an k 

est groups. And qualitative tecilniques are quite appropriate for 

determining the needs and interests of these various groups. 

If qualitative methods are to be used, there are a number of ~"ays 

to improve thetr effectiveness. The task should be made as meaningful 

as possible. If the problem is complex, decompose it and get separate 

forecasts on the parts. Use scenarios to describe alternative futures 
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and get the judges to predict their likelihood. Reduce extraneous 

noise so that patterns can be discerned. Since there is no evidence that 

di~cussion among judges improves tI-i~ir accuracy, limit judge interac'tion 

effects. Finally, use as many method3 and judges as possible (no one 

judge or method is infallible). 

I E:~ 'Pime Series and Project'ion Techniques 

A trend is a trend is a trend, 
But the question is, will it bend? 
Will it alter its course 
Through some unforeseen force 
And come to a premature end? 

Cairncross, 1969 

Time series and projection techniques are attempts to forecast 

future events based on data about the past (historical data). These 

methods are also known as e~trapolationo: The accuracy of these methods 

is determined by the availability and accuracy of historical data 

representative of the event to be forecast, and the extent to which un-

derlying conditions will change in the future. 

Extrapolations or pr6jections from historical data are not general-

1y considered to be very accurate for long-range forecasts, particularly 

if there are measurement errOrs in the past data (as there probably are 

in most crime data). There are S"ome techniques that can improve their 

accuracy, however, such as exponential smoothing, moving averages, or 

other methods of correcting for seasonal and other "error" factors and 

weighting the most important observations (e.g., most recent or most 

typical data). 

Depending, again,'on the degree of accuracy required given the 
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purpose of the forecasting effort, extrapolation or projection methods 

may be appropriate, especially as part of an "amalgamated" forecast. 

Particularly if good data on causa1'variables are lacking (see next sec-

tion), projections based on time-series data may be called for. However, 

if these methods are used for long-range forecasts the results must be 

interpreted with c.aution and with. proper emphasis on margins of error, 

uncontrolled variables, etc. 

C. Causal Models 

These methods, which include the use of econometric models and re-

gression analysis, require good information on causal relationships. 

Causal variables can be selected based on past research, expert opinion, 

d but their relationship to the outcome variable or ~ priori groun s, 

should be established using objective data. These relationships are 

h . ble In ord·er ~o do then used to forecast changes in t e outcome Var1a. _ 

so, it must be possible to forecast changes in the.predictor or causal 

variables with a fair degree of accuracy. 

h d t d t b expens ;ve and their accuracy for 10ng-These met 0 s en ? e L 

range forecasting has not been established. It is unclear to tvhat extent 

the "causes" of crime can be specified and measured accurately. However, 

despite their problems these methods have become popular in recent years) 

and if their costs are L ~ not proh;b;tive they may be able to make a signif-

icant contribution, partJ.cu ar y ~ L . 1 I ;f used ;n conJ'unction with other methods. 

1 . d d when substantial chanooes in under-They should certain y be consJ. ere 

lying conditions are antiCipated. 

There are several even more complicated methods (such as segmenta-

tion) that involve making separate forecasts for various segments of the 

6 

population under study (for example, for repeat vs. non-offenders). 

These methods avoid some of the more questionable assumptions underly-

ing econometric models, but it is unclear if their results are worth 

the added costs. As usual, the determining factor would have to be the 

purpose or the forecast and- the degree of ac.curacy required. 

IV. FORECASTING EFFORTS OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

A. Minnesota 

This section provides a brief overview of some of the current fore-

casting efforts in Minnesota, with an emphasis on state agencies and the 

( criminal justice area. It should be noted, however, that data on fore-

casting efforts have not been systematically collected from all organi-

zations in the state, ",hich should probably be done prior to undertaking 

a formal forecasting project. The next issue of the Crime Control Plan-

ning Board's newsletter. Net1vork will include an article on long-range 

planning and a request for information on other ag~ncies! efforts and 

interests in this area. 

In Minnesota the Office of the State Demographer in the State Plan-

ning Agency is responsible for making demographic or population projec-

tions for the state as a ",hole and for vctrious geographic areas and 

subgroups of the popUlation (e.g.;- labor force, school enrollment, etc.). 

This office periodically publishes age group estimates for each county 

in the state (the latest report contains 1977 estimates s which will be 

up-dated after the 1980 census). These data have been used in the past 

in conjunction with arrest by age group data to project future arrest 

rates (see Faces of the Future). The Office of the State Demographer 

has no current plans to do further forecasting in the criminal justice 
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area, but is available for technical assistance in such efforts and to 

provide access to census and other relevant data. The Metropolitan 

Council does its own population projections for the 7-county metro area. 

Several other state agenci~s (such as Housing, Finance, Revenue, 

and Economic Security) engage ·in forecasting efforts, mostly of the short-

range variety. The Depart~ent of'Financ~ will be providing state agencies 

with data on certain factors (e.g., inflation rate, population change) to 

be used in preparing 6-year budget supplements (covering 1982-1987). The 

state legislature has the capability 'to project the impact of change~ in 

state-aid formulas on local governmental units. 

In the criminal justice area, the Department of Corrections does 

short-term projections of prison populations, and the Sentencing Guide-

lines Commission will be monitoting the effects of Minnesota's new sen-

tencing guidelines on such populations ( a model for this purpose has been 

developed). The State Court Administrator's Office will be utilizing its 

new court information systems (SJIS and TCrS) to forecast future ne?ds 

for judges and obher court ,personnel. The Grime Control Planning Board 

has produced projections of future police manpower needs in the state 

through the year 2,000, which have been used by the Board of Police Of-

ficers Standards and Training in ~lanning for law enforcement education 

and training. The Crime Board provided 3-year crime projections in its 

1978 Comprehensive Plan, and has done Some ''lork in the area of project

ing police salaries and the impact of energy costs on cr~minal justice 

agencies. The Crime Control Planning Board also provided material for 

the State Planning Agency's Community Development Report, including a 

summary of the crime situation today, issues for the 1980s, and 
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recommendations for local community ~ction. 

There is, of course, a great d~al of interest in forecasting in the 

private sector. Recently the Minnesota Council on Foundations inititated 

a series of presentations on various factors that will influence Minne-

sota in th~ 1980s (such as demographics, energy, inflation, and the econ-

amy).. And rarge corporations (such as 31-1, Control Data, and Honeywell) 

are involved in various kinds of forecasting efforts, especially with re-

gard to the impact of changing technology on information systems (Honey-

well, 1980). 

B~ Elsewhere 

Several other states and Canada have recently initiated long-range 

planning or forecasting efforts that could serve as possible models for 

future Minnesota efforts. Dep~~ding on the purpose for which Minnesota 

undertakes its efforts, the following projects should be viewed as poten-

tial prototypes. 

1. South Carolina 

Du~ing 1979 the College of Criminal Justice at the Univer-

sity of South Carolina initiated a South Carolina Criminal Justice Futures 

Group. The group is composed of criminal justice professionals and others 

interested in identifying and de~ling with major problems that will con-

front the state's criminal justice system in thd future. 

The initiol meetings of the group were devoted to improving 

( cross-system communication and to identifying and prioritizing problems. 

The group plans to develop action plans for high priority problems, review 

pertinent futures literature and research techniques, and analyze proposed 

9 
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legislation. The overall goals of the group are to improve agency opera-

tions and service delivery and provide new public policy initiatives in 

tne criminal justice area. 

2. Harylan4 

The Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra-. 

tion of Justice has produced sev~ral reports in the past few years that 

look at certain conditions, trends, and projections ~Yhich may impact on 

criminal and juvenile justice processing in the State of Maryland. Their 

approach is quite straight-forward and utilizes data that should also be 

available in Minnesota. In addition, they have developed computer pro-

grams for their projections that could be made available at minimal cost 

to Minnesota should this approach be selected. 

Maryland1s analyi{s begins with a brief presentation of 

trends in certain social and other conditions that could impact on crime 

incidence and its costs. Table 1 shows the factors that were considered. 

Factor 

Populati,;m 

Economic 
Conditions 

Education 

Family 

TABLE 1 

'FACTORS CCl::SID::~ED n NARYL:'\ND'S 
O':::::;{ALL A.:.'{ALYSI S 

~ata Presented Time Period Covarcd 

Absolute ?::..;>:_J!ation 
Popu12~i0n Density 
Age and ~ace Br~akdowns 

NU8ber and ?ercent Unemployed 
Inflatio~ Re~e (national) 

School Att~~ciance 

Number a~Q Percent Change in 
Divorces 

10 

1960 - 1990 -

1970 19/8 
1970 - 1979 

1972 1978 

1972 - 1977 

", 

( 

State-wide trends in these factors are presented, with a 

brief discussion of their possible implications for crime. No formal, 

statistical analysis of these facto~s is presented, however. 

Maryland's analysis then presents trends in the resources 

and \vorkl"oads of" the state "s criminal and juvenile justice syst.er 

Table 2 summarizes the data Brese-nted ~ 

Factor 

Crime Incidence 

Arrests 

Law Enforcement 
Resources 

Court Horkload 

Corrections 
"lorkload 

Juveni Ie Re
sources and 
l.Jorkload -

Defense Re
sources and 
\-Ibrkload 

TABLE 2 

DATA USED IN i .. lARYLMW' S CRUIINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEH :il-:ALYSIS 

Data Preser:ted 

Number, Percent Change. and Rate 
of Index Crimes 

Total, Adult, and Juvenile Report
ed Arrests ~nd Percent Change 

Number S~wrn Officers 

Number District Court Defendants 

Disposed 

Number Circuit Court Filings, 
Terminations, and Pending Cases-

Jail an·d Prison Populations 
Parole and Probation Caseloads 

Juvenile Services Personnel 
Intakes ·and Co~mitments 

Positions 
Cases 

Time Period Covered 

1974 - 1978 

_ 1975 - 1978 

1975 - 1978 

1975 - 1978 

1976 - 1978 

1976 1978 
1976 1978 

1973 1978 
1973 1978 

] 973 1978 
1973 1978 

A descriptive analysiS of these data is presented, pointing 

~g~.~n) no formal 3nalysis is undertaken. out increases, decreases, etc .• ,~- ~ -

The final part of Maryland's analysis, and probably the most 

I - l'S :' proJ'ection of the Tlumb~r of arrests relevant to long-range P annlng, .. 

11 
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the state can expect given recent arrest and demographic relationships. 

These arrest projections are then used to estimate their potential impact 

on the rest of the system. \." , . 

Arrests of adults and juveniles in 1980~ 1985, and 1990 were 

projected using actual 1975, 1976, 1977, and 1978 arrest and demographic 

data. Several IIsmoothingli options were used to minimize the. effects of 

random and other kinds of data variability. 

These arrest projections were then used to make normative 

projections of offender flows through the system and their associated re-

source demands. Again, several smoothing options were utilized, resulting ( , 

in a range of projected figures for each factor. 

Table 3 is an example of the results of this type of anal-

ysis. The costs of the projected processing flows were also estimated, 

as shown in Table 4. 

As will be discussed in the next chapter, Minnesota has 

data available that could bi used for this type,of analysis. It is not 

so clear, however, who the users are for this type of analYSis, and Hhat 

their specific needs and interests are. In addition, as pointed out in 

chapter III, this type of analysis assumes that the future will be like' 

the past, and does not take into account the influence of factors other 

than population. 

3. Ca nacIa 

Since 1970 the Canadian government has engaged in a variety 

of criminological forecasting efforts, reviewed recently by Basenpusch 
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TABLE PROJECTIO~.· OF CR~~INAL JUSTICE PROCESSING FLO~S k~~ 21c: NOR.v.ATIVE 
COSTS FOR 'CY 1985 

PROCE.SSI,~G FLO~ PROJECTED C;::J ~jl!\AL JUST] CE 
1985 (CY) 

La'., En fore emer! t 
Number of JuveniJe A~rest5' 
Nu~ber of Adult Arrest~ 

[listric t Court 
Total Defendants Disposed 

Nuwber Defendants Disposed 
Represented by Public 
Dt?f e'nder 

Circuit Court 
Total Defenda~ts Disposed 

N~er Pefendants Disposed 
Represented by Public 
Defenuer 

Local Jail & Division of 
Correc tions 

55,700 
128,191 

'lZ4,921 

31,954 

23,063 

10,141 

Total Active In~~tes-Local 
(June 30, 198.5) 

Jail 
3,918 

Fre-Tri~l I~ates 

(June 30~ 1985) 
,:J Local Jail Sentence~ 

(Ju:le 30, 1985) 
DOC and in Local Jail 
(June 30, 1985) 

Total Active Io::.ates State 
Institutions (June 30, 1985) 

Division of Parole and 
.:Probation, Parole Commission 

Total Actively Supervised 
(June 30, 1985 ) 
Parole and Probation 
Intake 

2,202 

714 

521 

8,400 

32,358 

26,630 

ESTl~~TED CRIMI~AL JrSTJCE 
1985 (Cl)i-

COSJ'S -PROJECTE) ,...' 

~j. 

L" ... · Er. forcc:::ellt 
Juver.:il e Cost!> 
Acult Costs 

District Court 
Judicial 
Prosec'ution 

'Public Def£:-nse 

Circ'Cit Court 
Judicial . 
Prosecution 
Public Defense 

1985 Cost 
':i.n-FY 1977 $ 

$153,611, H2 
$ 43,405,339 
$110,205, e03 

$ 14,354.,438 
'$ 9,24'J,lIOO 
$ 2,532,149 
$ 2,581~883 

. .L12,)35 , ?56 
~-9)502,879 
$ 5,317,405 
$ 2,515,272 

Local Jail & Divi5io~ 
of Correction ~~l2l 

'Iotal Local Jan $ 20,731,157 
Pre-Trial $ 11,651,355 
Local Jai,1 

Sentence 
DOC and in 
Local Jail 

$ 

$ 

3,777,960 

2,756,746 

Total State Institutions 
: § 53,913,635 

Division of ' Parole 
and Probation, Parole 
Co~ission $ 13,174,104 

Total Supervision $ 10,179,817 
'Iotal lm;estigations, ': _ 

Parole Com:-..:ission$ 2,994,2/7 

'Iota1 Criminal (Adult) 

1985 Cc£t ..... /0-. 
Annual lnfla-
tion 

$252,177) f::.} 
$ 71,256,9U 
$1 £-Cl, 920 Lb~.(: 

$ 2 ~J2i~J.S": 
$ 15,169,6:': 
$ 4,156,9;: 
$ 4p23S,5~:' 

$ 6,202,13: 

$ I 
\1 

~~~Il 

$ 21,6~~ I 
$ 16,711,85~ 1\ 

Ii 
$ 4~915,5S~ II 

Justice Process~nfsf29, 714 ,69!1 

II 
! 

!I 
$377,1l4.~ II 

I Change 
CY 1985 
IT 1977 

+12.2% 

I 
I 
i 

~l 
" r 

I 
I 

[1 . 
il 
II 

b sed on the assulI!ption of a direct relationship bet\ ... een the c.v~roge _ 
*~~~~ ~~~t;r~~:ss~ng flow (from Table 21a) and the projected processing flo\~ ~~: ~9S). 

.1 , 

i 
i 
.~ 

In r;ct costs may not change proportionately with the processi?g flow. In a~Cl: ~~.on, 
residen~ial program costs are largely limited by the ~hysical Slze of the facl11tles 
and the reSUlting bed space available. 

~ I 
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(1978). These include projections o.f arrest, indictment, and conviction 

rates, as well as qualitative forecasts. The Hasenpusch (1978) article 

reports in detail a method used for forecasting the number of crimes 

known to the Canadian police from 1977-1982. 

This effort, part of a larger project analyzing probable 

developments in Canadian policing, used previous data from 1963-1972 to 

establish the relationships between the predictor and criterion variables, 

1973-1976 data to assess the accuracy \'lith which the kno\'ln statistics 

could be estimated by the forecasting procedure, and 1977-1982 as the 

actual forecast period. The predictor variables chosen \'lere Total Popu-

lation, Percentage of Males Aged 15-24, and Percentage of Persons Living 

in Metropolitan Areas. A proxy variable for development and inertia of 

the social and crime control sy?tems \'las also included. 

Step\'lise mUltiple regression analysis \'las used to fit the 

data to a historical trend and extrapolate that trend, but not to explain 

the variation in the historical data. The 1973-1976 data Here used to 

assess the validity of the relationships found ln the earlier data. Of-

fenses which could not be predicted with less than a 20 percent error 

were excluded from the actual forecast. (The errors ranged from 3.3 per-

cent to 29.5 percent, with an ave~age of 15.6 percent.) For all other 

offenses projections,through 1982 were made by applying ne\'l regression 

equations based on the 1963-1976 data to demographic projections for 

1977-1982. Figure 1 illustrates the type of results produced. 

In addition to presenting the results of the above analysis, 

the article also discusses the probable effects of other variables (such 
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FIGUH,E 2 

CIU~l(:-:AL CODE OFFEi\CES t\:-;D ,\LL 
OFFEi\CES J~ CA~'\D:\ 195J-I~82 IN IOO{) 

I 
1971 IS";$ 

Year 

-$- Actual number of Criminal Code Offences 
-+- Predicted number of Criminal Code Offences 
-s- Actual number of All Offl!nces 
-;- Predicted number of All Offences 

FIGURE 2a 

HOMICIDE A~1) RAPE IN CANADA 
1963-19821N 10 

o 

.11 ./ J 
~ ~ ;/ 

] ;;;'~--2: .... // 

"§ I;: ~~,..z:.-"-;:-.-""/ 
o ~ ......... _ 

::r: . ~"-'=--~ ~::. 
~'~=H+""~-" ~ , I , 
l;~.; 2~;" 2:0-1 J~i'S 

Year 
-7- Actual number of Homicides 
-+- Predicted nllmb:!r of Homicidt!s 
-s- Actual number of Rapes 
..;.- Predicted, number of Rn-pes 

FIGURE 2b 

ASSAULT A;-';D BRE:\}i];-';G AND ENTERr::--;G 
o I~ CANAD.·\ 1963-1932 J:-i 10{) 
o 
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as industrialization, the economy, etc.) which were not included because 

they were either too unreliable or too complex for this type of analysis, 

(," 
but which nevertheless may have a significant impact on crime. Thus this 

approach represents an "amalgamated ll forecast, combining both quantita-

tive- and qualitative techniques. 

V. RESOURCES AVAILABLE OR NEEDED 

A. Data 

Minnesota is fortunate in having a good deal of existing data on 

,. crime and the criminal justice system which could be used in long-range 

( planning or forecasting efforts. Data on crimes reported to the police 

and persons arrested for crimes are available from the Bureau of Criminal 

Apprehension (BCA)'s UCRsystem going back to 1936.· These data are pub-

lished in summary form annually in Crime in Minnesota, and are also avail-

able on printouts at the Crime Control Planning Board (1970-1979). These 

data can be broken down by type of crime, jurisdiction, and type of of-

fender (age, sex, and race). 

The BCA also collects data for Hinnesota's Offender Based Trans-

action Statistics (OBTS) system, through the statewide Criminal Justice 

Reporting system (CJRS). This system has been operational since 1972) 

and includes data on the processing of felony and gross misdemeanor of-

fenders in the state. There have been some reporting problems with this 

system in the pa~t, but with the recent development of the State Judicial 

Reporting System (SJIS) improved reporting is anticipated. The Crime 

Control Planning Board, through its Statistical Analysis Center (SAC), 

is responsible for the analysis of Minnesota's GnTS data. A report 
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describing this data base was published in 1978. Because of recent changes 

in OBTS reporting and coding, the Crime Control Planning Board has not per-

formed any recent analysis. However, OBTS data a,e available to the Crime 

Control Planning Board on computer tape upon request. Because of the com-

plexity of the OBTS data base it must be simplified for statistical anal-

y~is purpose~, as described in th~ 1978 report. Thi~ requires a fai~ly 

substantial investment in personnel and other resources. 

Data on the personnel and financing of Minnesota's criminal jus-

tice system are available in the Census Bureau's Employment and Expendi-

ture data, collected annually since 1971. These data, reported for all 

state and local criminal justice agencies serving over 10,000 people, and ( 
'~. 

for a sample of those under 10,000, ~re available in summary reports, 
Ii 

prin~outs, and on computer tape. The. Crime Control Planning Board cur-

rently has E and E data covering 1971 through 1978. 

Th~ State Court Administrator's Office is currently developing 

two major court information systems: State Judicial'Information Sy~tem 

(SJIS) and Trial Court Info?=,mation System (TCIS). SJIS is a case-tracking 

system for all of the state's courts. TCIS is a case management and fi-

nancial infbrmation system for Minnesota's trial courts. 

The Department of Correct'ions has developed a Corrections Nan,age-

ment Information System over the past few years. It includes detailed 

information on all persons committed to the Department of Corrections as 

well as information on local jails and community corrections counties. 

Some data are also available in the Annual Reports of various 

criminal justice agencies) such as the County Attorney's Council, State 
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Public Defender's Office, Crime Victim Reparations Board, etc. A number 

of local criminal justice information systems also exist in Hinnesota. 

(reviewed in the Crime Control Plann1~noo Board bl" t" PI" I 
pu 1ca 10n ann1ng an n-

formation System: A Handbook for Criminal Justice Agencies). And, of 

course, one-time research or evaluation studies are also sources of data. 

Data on the juvenile justice system are more limited than on the 

adult criminal justice system in Minnesota. The BCA has data on the num-

ber of juveniles arrested for various types of crimes, but juvenile of-

fenders are not included in the rest'of the CJRS/OBTS system because of 

the lack of positive identification (i.e., fingerprints). The State Court 

Administrator's Office is developing a juvenile component to SJIS, which 

will collect information on all juveniles processed through the state's 

juvenile courts. And the 'Department of Corrections collects information 

on those juveniles committed to the state. Data on the resources of the 

juvenile justice system are not systematically reported (they are not 

included in the Census Bureau's Employment and Expenditure data), nor are 

there reliable data on juvenile services statewide (although the current 

Crime Control Planning Board's Juvenile Justic~'Delivery System Analysis 

should help alleviate this problem). 

Finally, the Office of the State Demographer has access to census 

related data, and acts as a Data Center for making such data available 

to other agencies. It should be noted that data from the 1980 census 

will not be available for analysis until at least mid _ 1981. 

Thus, it vlOuid apP"'ar that data ~ ~ should not be a major 

problem in pursuing long-range planning or forecasting efforts in Minne-

sota. Depending on the purpose of the forecast, of course, existing data 
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may not be adequate, and original data collection may be necessary. 

B. Personnel 

Depending upon the type of long-range planning or forecasting ef-

fort undertaken, personnel with the required training and experience will 

be needed. If existing staff are not appropriate, it might be possible 

to contract with an academic or p~ivate consultant. Staff continuity in 

such an effort',is important, however, in order to maintain the users in-

terest, provide feedback, and maximize th'e use of results. The Office 

of the State Demographer can provide some consulting services free of 

charge to other state agencies. However, in order to carry out any of 

the quantitative forecasting techniques described in chapter III ,the 

services of at least one f~ll-time research analyst with a background 

in forecasting would probably be necessary. The duration of the effort 
, 
" , ,,1,< I • 

and the other resources required would depe'nd on the specific purpose of 
, . 'j,!, " . 

the forecast and the degree of accuracy required. 
, " 

The more qualitative approaches to long-range planning would not 

require personnel with as much research background. Existing staff with 

planning or other backgrounds could ~e used,;with some trairiing 'in appro

priate qualitative techniques. Consultants are also available to imple-

ment such techniques, although the advantages and disadvantages of using 

consultants should be seriously considered (in terms of continuity, fo1lo\.;-

up, use of results, cost, etc.). 

c. Other Resources 

It might be possible to obtain grants or other types of assistance 

in pursuing long-range planning or forecasting efforts in Minnesota. 
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Some of the larger Minnesota foundations (McKnight, Bush, Northwest Area) 

might be interested, alt~ough th~y generally prefer to fund direct services 

" as opposed to research. Some of the well-known Minnesota corporations 

(such as Control Data, 3M, or Honeywell) might be will~ng to provide some 

support, either in terms of staff expertl.'se or as . a communl.ty service pro-

ject~ The new Bureau of Justice ,~tatistics might be interested in f:.mding 

such an effort as a "demonstration" of a methodology that other states 

could use. And, of course, it should be possible to pursue some of the 

options listed in the next chapter wi~h existing resources, if long-range 

planning is deemed a high priority. 

VI. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO LONG RANGE PLANNING IN MINNESOTA 

Before selecting and implementing an approach to long-range planning 

or forecasting it is absolutely essential that the purpose of the project 

be clearly identified, as pointed' out in chapter II. There must be a 

systematic effort made to identify the potential users of the project, 

determine their specific needs and interests, and s'ecure their commitment 

to the project. In Minnesota the potential users of long-range planning 

for the criminal justice system are quite diverse. They could include 

the major state criminal justice agencies themselves, the legislature, 

the Governor, the Department of f,inance, the State Planning Agency, the 

Crim~ Control Planning Board, criminal justice professional organizations, 

local and regional planning bodies, public interest groups, the media, 

local elected officials, and others. 

The first step in any long-range planning effort should be a system-

atic assessment of the needs and interests of such potential users in 

order to clearly identify the purpose of the project and the relevant 
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interest groups. As part of this feasibility study the staff of several 

major state criminal justice agencies were interviewed as to their cur-

rent forecasting efforts and their future interests in this area. There 

appeared to be some interest in participating in a "working futures 

group" (see below). There was also some interest in planning for future 

physical facilities (courthouses, jails, etc.), especially with regard to 

the implications of energy problems for the location of such facilities. 

However, the number of people interviewed for this report was quite lim-

ited, and a broader and more systematic assessment of user needs is 

clearly needed. 

Once this has been done, a number of alternative approaches may be 

appropriate, depending on the needs and interests of the users. It 

shoul\:! be remembered that some combination of the following approaches 

may also be approrriate. 

" :', I' 

A. Establish a Minnesota Criminal Justice Futures Group 

A group similar to that recently established in South Carolina 

(see chapter IV) could be iet up in Minnesota.· Its composition would 

depend, again, on the interests of the various groups surveyed as pot en-

tial users. At a minimum the major state criminal justice agencies should 

probably be included. They should be particularly interested in such a 

group given the state's new requirements for 6-year budget supplements. 

It might be possible to use an existing group for such an effort, 

such as the Justice System Improvement Study Task Force, a committee of 

the Crime Control Planning Board, or one of the sub-cabinet groups. The 

group that was brought together to kick-off the JSIS in December, 1979, 
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might also be appropriate (consisting of state agency and legislative re-

presentatives). However, the creation of a new group would have certain 

advantages in terms of visibility, focus, commitment, etc. High-level 

(e.g., Governor's office and agency head) support for such a group would 

be es-sentfal for its success. 

Such a group would prooaoly use primarily qualitative techniques 

to identify future problems for Minnesota's criminal justice system and 

pliPpose ways to deal with those problems. They might want to consider 

quantitative data as part of this process, but a large-scale quantitative 

analysis would probably not be their primary focus. They might want to 

invite "expert·s" in various fields (such as energy, the economy, demo-

graphics, computer technology, etc.) to meet with them to present fore-

casts from other areas that might impact on criminal justice. Such a 

group could be established fairly quickly, probably using existing re-

sources. Staff support (at least ~ time if not full-time) would be need-

ed to provide appropriate materials and techniques. 

B. Pr.oduce Demographic .- Based Pro"jections of Crime and its Impact 
on the System 

Data currently exist to produce arrest. projections in Minnesota, 

utilizing a methodology similar to those used in Maryland or Canada (sec 

chapter IV). Decisions would have to be made concerning the time period 

to be projected (demographic projections are not generally considered to 

be very accurate beyond 3-5 years), the crime categories to be used (Part 

I, violent, property, other), the jurisdictions to be included (the stale 

as a \'lhole, counties, regions) other), etc. The advantages and disacl-

vantages of Haiting until 1980 census data are available ,'lould also have 
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to be ~eighed. Once a«es
t 

projections we<e available, data on the e~ist-
ing <esou<ces and workload of the system could be used to estimate the 

changes needed to aCcommodate the e~pected a<r
est 

patte<ns. 

Some aSsessment of use< needs would have to p<eced
e 

such an ef-

fo<t, with some commitment to the use of the <esul
ts

, etc. Once decisions 

were roade as to the specifics of this approach, a resea<ch analyst unin

ed 

in proj.ecti
on 

techni~ues (with some compute< and intern support) should be 

able to produce the basic a<rest projections in '3-6 months. The analysiS 

of iropa

ct 

on the system might be a little more difficult due to data pro

b

-

lemS, but should be possible within a year. The results of such an anal-

ysi

s 

would have to be p<esented with approp<iat
e 

cautions as to their 

liroitation" and with a discussion of the possible role of. factors not 

included in such projections-

C. ~oduce Projections Based on a Causal >!odel 

ThiS approach would involve building a causal model of factors 

related to the occurrence of crime, collecting data'to establish the caUS-

al relationshiPs, and projecting those relationships into the future. 

Again, the needs of the users would have to determine the specific varia-

bles to be fo<e
cast 

(crimes reported, "rests, convictions, commitments, 

etc. ), the jurisdic t ionS inel uded" the time period covered, et c. This 

approach would most likely suffer from data problems and questionable 

aSsumptions. It would take a research analyst trained in econometriC or 

other models and familiar with criminal justice data 6-12 monthS to com-

plet

e 

such a project, assuming intern and computer support. Again, the 

resultS would have to be presented with appropriate caveats regarding 

assumptions, etc. 
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It should b e noted 

previously c ompleted 

that the C ' rl.me Control 
several stud' . Plannin

o 
B l.es analy'z' 0 oard has 

so ' 1.ng the r I cl.oeconomic d e ationships b ,an cri ' etween 
crime, d emooraph' • 0 l.C, 

(e.g., Costs 
and Performance f . . ml.nal justice 

~O_f~~~Il~'n~n~eEs~o~t~a~~~E!i-~ 0 . Criminal Just' . system variables 
ountl.es, d l.ce: A S 1 an The Id tatistical'A 1 ' ~a Ju stice PIa nni ng): :::~e~n~t:l.'~ f~iC ~~a~t~i~o~n~O~f~~~;~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~n~a~~y~s~l.~S _ ,.l.ncludin Target Areas'for 

power based o' ' g one project' Crimi-, n an econo' ' 1ng the need f 
Pro j ~cti~g" p"., " metd c model· (Techn' 1 or police man-
s ult s f a >ce "raining Needs)' T b I 1 ca Cons idera t ions in 

,0 these efforts. . •. a e 5 illustrates and/or ,It may be some of the're-
. results. from these possible to ut 'I ' ~revious l. l.ze some of th analyses in d e data 

evel6ping this approach. 

D. Hold a C onference System on.:he Fut~re of Hinnesota's lml.nal Justice Cr' . 

This approach would . l.nvolve planning and holding a statewide 

conference on future trend sand l.nnesota1s problems for M' criminal' . Justl.ce 

system_ There .' are a number of w ays such a co f n ere nee could b 

speakers on ~~ends ' e organized 
. 1n oth ' including outside 

Justice (demogra h er areas aff ' p y, economics ect1ng criminal 
b ,energy t h 

y those criminal ' ec nology, 
justice etc.), presentations 

agencies alread 
State Court ~ . . y engaged in f m1n1strator's Off' .orecasting (DOC, 
C . ' 1ce, Sente . 
nme control Planning Board) nnng Guidelines Commission 

, workshop s .. 
posed solutl.- on anticipated on~,. or s proble ome co b' - ms and pro-

_ m l.nation of the 

as Dr. Charles above_ A k Friel could eynote speake; 
probably b. such 

The audience for 

arranged. 

such a f con-erence. could includ e many of the 

potential users ' mentl0ned previously. Th e procee.d' 1ngs from 

and distributed widel such • confer-
ence co ld b u e published 

Media 
coverage should y throughout th b. possible estate. 

, and the C 
asked to help I overnor's office p .a and sponsor s h should be 

uc a conference 

conference could if possible. probably b. I Such a 
panned in s everal months with eX-L" t' _ S lng 
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CO~LATION l1ATRIX, FOR REGRESSIONS INCLUDING ALL COUN'Z'IES 

% OF 
JUVo POP.WITrl UNEH-

PART I % OF 8TH GR. PLOY-

CRIHE POPU- G.oV EXP/ POPU- EDUC. (POPU-
2 

HEl'-I'"T 

RATE 'LATJ;ON CAPITA L.L\.TION OR LESS L.L\.TION) RilTE 

Population ' 0327 

Gov. Exp/Capita .187 -.157 

Juv~, % of Population -.229 -.219 .215 

% Population with 8th grade 
education or less -0427 -.441 '.002 n267 

(Population) 
2 .210 .931 .012 -.119 -,328 

Unemployment Rate .129 -.198 .153 .215 .351 .125 

Police Exp/Crime -.533 -.052 -.136 .028 .145 ' ~.OO6 -.018 

Court Exp/crime -.610 -.184 -.023 .104 .369 -.090 .082 

Corrections Exp/Crime -.426 .058 -.167 .055 .153 .135 .061 

Total Exp/Crime -.612 -0117 -.091 .074 .278 -.038 .041 

Arrests/Crimes 
' , 

-.382 -.123 -.244 .021 .267 -.141 -.007 

Cases/Arrests .055 .007 .279 n292 -.068 .124 .337 

~. - - ____ ._ .0 .. _ ... - - , , 
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resources, although a small grant to cover the expenses of participants, 

printing, mailing, etc., would be helpful. 
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